It is shown that the scaling observed in a recent experiment of the beam-plasma discharge is consistent with the assumption that triggering occurs when an instability threshold condition is exceeded for electron plasma waves with •0 = •0e, the electron plasma frequency.
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( 1) where V is the voltage, B is the magnetic field, P is the pressure, and L is the length of the experiment. During BPD the plasma density increased and was accompanied by high-frequency emissions with frequency f >> f ce (where fce is the electron cyclotron frequency). 2. For I < Io radiation was observed with f • nfce. At low pressures and currents the level of emissions was seen to depend exponentially on I. As I was increased, this dependence was greatly reduced. On the other hand, if I became greater than Io the BPD would take place. However, fee radiation was not a necessary precursor for the BPD. At higher pressure levels, fce emissions were not observed prior to BPD.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consider the interaction of a nonrelativistic cold electron beam, with velocity vt,, density no, and radius ro, with a plasma of density n and radius ro in the presence of a magnetic field Bo. The dispersion relation is given by [Apel, 1969 
Notice that the roots k•,.2 of (6) correspond to the roots'to, a of (2). Examining (8) In summarizing the results of our linear analysis, we find that (1) waves with frequency toe can be excited if the condition given by (10) is satisfied, independently of the toe/fte ratio, and (2) if in addition to (10), toe >fte, then the toe instability gives very large amplification. A nonlinear analysis of the energy dissipation and the ionization avalanche will be presented elsewhere. In this preliminary report, we attempt to test the hypothesis that the threshold scaling is consistent with the excitation of an almost absolute instability with frequency near toe, i.e., ( 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we have demonstrated that the scaling observed in BPD is consistent with the assumption that triggering occurs when an instability near We is excited. The threshold condition is then determined by the injected beam. In the subthreshold range the excitation and nonlinear amplitude of the fce waves is consistent with excitation of the kinetic instability of the upper branch (Figure 2 ) and convective saturation. A more detailed investigation of the nonlinear dynamics, including electron heating and ionization, is presently under way and will be presented elsewhere. 
